PASSPORTS FOR REAL WORKERS ONLY

State Department Insists That All Grandstand War Spectators Shall Return from France at Once—A Ban on Pretenders in Relief Units

It becomes more and more difficult for American citizens to get out of this country. As the war progresses it will become even more and more difficult. The State Department has taken steps to honor the wishes of American citizens who are unwilling to participate in war-related activities. There are strict rules in place to ensure that only qualified individuals are granted passports.

Millions of Feet of Movie Films for Soldiers

How a Woman Directs the Complex Task of Selecting Subjects, Censoring, and Shipping Motion-Picture Equipment to All American Camps

In 1918, the United States government initiated a program to provide motion pictures to American service members overseas. The program was led by a woman named Billie Ruth Stenner, who directed the selection of subjects, censorship, and shipping of motion pictures to all American camps.

First Production of New-Style United States Passport

The State Department has developed a new passport design that will be used to identify American citizens traveling abroad during World War I. The new passport includes features that are designed to prevent fraud and ensure the identity of its holder. The passport will be used by American citizens traveling to other countries as a form of identification.